%'e construct the exact S matrix for the supersymmetric nonlinear cr model in one space and one time dimension. The results confirm that this model possesses mass generation and chiral-symmetry breaking. As a byproduct, we also construct the S matrix for the elementary boson and fermion of the supersymmetric form of the sine-Gordon equation.
I. INTRODUCTION The two-dimensional nonlinear 0 model has attracted considerable attention because of its similarities to four-dimensional gauge theories. The usual 0 model, however, is a theory of bosons only, and thus it is really a model not for the full quantum chromodynamics but only for the gauge theory without fermions. It is reasonable to wonder how to include fermions in the 0 model so as to obtain a model that would mimic the full quan-. tum chromodynamics with fermions.
In fact, one very natural extension of the nonlinear 0 model to include fermions is the supersymmetric model defined by the Lagrangian and the constraints n'=1, n g =0; here n' is a real scalar field of N components, and g' is an N-component Majorana Fermi field. ' [ This example suggests a general scheme for the minimal coupling" of matter fields -fermions or bosons -to the nonlinear 0 model. For instance, one could include any number of fields Q' in the vector representation of O(N) with constraints n'P'=0. Or one could include fields Q" in the tensor representation of O(N) with constraints n'Q" =n'Q" =0. The general idea is that the matter fields take values tangent to the sphere. The theories defined in this way seem to have many properties in common with four-dimensional gauge theories with matter fields. For instance, the model (1) for N =3 has an axial-vector current with an anomalous divergence proportional to the instanton density. "'] Model (1) 
. (12) of a spinor. ] Now, we would like to write down the most general form for the two-body S matrix that is allowed by supersymmetry, isospin, and Lorentz invariance. Lorentz invariance implies that the matrix is only a. function of the rapidity differerice between the tao particles, so that we can work in the center-of-mass frame and-consider a collision of a particle of rapidity 8/2 with one of rapidity -8/2. The rapidity difference between the two particles is related to the usual kinematical variable s =(P, +P, )2 by s =4 cosh2(-, '8).
There are four "channels" to consider-the initial
It is easy to diagonalize the S matrix among these four states. Because Zamolodchikov, use the rapidity 6, related to the energy and momentum by E = cosh 0, q = sinh 0.
It follows from the algebra (13) that, with suitable choices for the phases' of the states, the action of Q, and Q on one-particle states is Q, l~(6)&= "'lf (6) 
(Whenever we write a two-particle bra lS") or ket (S' l, the first isospin index will refer to the particle of rapidity 8/2 and the second will refer to the particle of rapidity -6/2. ) 
and $,(i~-6) T, {iv 6) = -i ta, nh(-, '6)
$,(im -. 6) -T,(im -6) = -i tanh(-, 8) 
A similar argument shows
Finally, expanding in all the possible isospin invariants, we find that the most general form for with the other S-matrix elements vanishing. "
We will also have to use the restrictions that are placed on the S matrix by crossing, unitarity, and analyticity. Crossing exchanges 6 with im -6.
The crossing relations are simplest if written in terms of the sums and differences of the S, . and T, . 
In other words, the function (S, + T,)/(S, + T,) is a linear function of 0. So s, (0) ""=~( ' e) S,(8)+ T, (8) s, (e) + T,(0) (29) T,(0) i~(i~e) ' T 8=. s, (e') T, (e') s, (0') T, (e') (3o) for some constant X, which we will soon determine. ( """-"=e+~s inh (-0)+f '(36) where we have let 4= -I/X=2m/(iV 2). Cro-ssing symmetry, moreover, now implies
To summarize our results, we now have (37) where S (8) is a new unknown function. In view of (29), (30), (34), a,nd (35), S,"S, S, T"T"and T, are all known in terms of S, )). , and f. If we substitute this information into the unitarity equations, we learn that X = (1V -2-)/2w and for some constant f.
It turns out that there is no need to consider the cubic constraint on the S matrix any further, since the equations corresponding to the other initial and final three-body states either are identities, or are consequences of the relations that we will now deduce more easily from crossing symmetry and unitarity.
The crossing equations have a dramatic consequence -as in the case considered by Zamolodchikov, they will determine the functions S, and T,. In fact, combining (21), (22), and (29) yields (0) ix (i~e) and adding and subtracting these equations, we find (32) where f is an unknown constant, and S(8) is an unknown meromorphic function that satisfies (36) and (37).
To determine f requires some information of a different sort. At least for large enough N, ' it is known that the iriteraction is repulsive in the channels corresponding to S, , S"and S, but attractive .in the channels T"T"and T, . Therefore we expect bound-state poles in the T, . but not the S,. But a bound-state pole present in the T, . can be absent in the S, only if it is canceled in the S, by the fac- For large N, the interaction is weak, Bnd the bound state is near threshold, where the T, describe almost pure fermion-fermion scattering. The T, + T, amplitude is symmetric in isospin, so it corresponds to an antisymmetric wave function in coordinate. space, and a weak attraction will not produce a bound state in such a channel. ) How " I'(6/2m -z0/2m+I)I'( -z0/2m -6/2m+I -1)I'2( i0/2m+I --, ') R(0) = i8/2w) I"(6/2n-i0/2m+I+ -, )' I'(-i0/2w 6/2m+I -~) 1 ( -i0/2n+I -1) ( 
